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1. INTRODUCTION

Many real-world problems contain multiple con-
flicting objectives and multi-objective optimiza-
tion (MO) is gaining increasing attention from 
both practitioners and researchers. Aggregated 
objective function was often used to convert 
the multi-objective problems to single objec-

tive problems which can be solved by standard 
algorithms. However, the aggregated objective 
function required a set of weights based on the 
prior preference of the decision makers, which can 
only be applied subjectively because the decision 
makers have only little or no knowledge about the 
range of each objective functions. Besides, the 
fact that only single solution is found provides 
the decision makers with very little information 
about potential trade-offs. In order to solve this 
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ABSTRACT

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is one of the most effective metaheuristics algorithms, with many 
successful real-world applications. The reason for the success of PSO is the movement behavior, which 
allows the swarm to effectively explore the search space. Unfortunately, the original PSO algorithm is only 
suitable for single objective optimization problems. In this paper, three movement strategies are discussed 
for multi-objective PSO (MOPSO) and popular test problems are used to confirm their effectiveness. In 
addition, these algorithms are also applied to solve the engineering design and portfolio optimization 
problems. Results show that the algorithms are effective with both direct and indirect encoding schemes.
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problem, the algorithm needs to be run several 
times with different set of weights and the cost 
of this approach is the high computational time. 
As a result, weight-free methods such as multi-
objective Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) are pre-
ferred by researchers in this field because of their 
ability to find various non-dominated solutions 
on the Pareto front.

Srinivas and Deb (1994) introduced the Non-
dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA), 
which can be considered as one of the first EA 
methods to deal with multi-objective optimization 
problems. The basic idea was to measure the fitness 
of each solution based on their dominance (with 
respect to all objective functions) in the population 
rather than a single objective value in traditional 
EA methods. The drawbacks of this method are 
the high computational complexity and the use 
of the pre-determined sharing parameter. Deb 
et al. (2002) introduced NSGA-II which could 
eliminate the problems with the old version by 
adopting an elitism structure and a measurement 
of the crowdedness. This algorithm had outper-
formed other MOEAs such as Pareto-archived 
evolutionary strategy (PAES) and strength- Pareto 
EA (SPEA) on many test problems.

Similar to the GA research community, the 
group of researchers interested in PSO have also 
developed new algorithms for multi-objective 
optimization. The most popular technique is to use 
an external archive to store the non-dominated so-
lutions via the search of the swarm and to perform 
a selection procedure to choose the candidates 
to guide the search of each particle. Coello el al. 
(2002) proposed the idea to store flying experi-
ence in an external archive which is then updated 
by using geographically-based system. In their 
algorithm, the search area in the objective-space 
is divided into hypercubes. Each hypercube is as-
signed a fitness based on the number of particles 
it covers. Roulette-wheel selection is applied to 
choose the hypercube and a random particle from 
that hypercube is selected as the leader or global 
guidance for a particle in the swarm in each itera-

tion. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that its 
complexity increases with the number of objective 
functions to be minimized. Fieldsend el al. (2002) 
improved this work by using a tree data structure 
to maintain unconstrained archive. More recently, 
Raquel et al. (2005) adopted the idea of crowding 
distance (CD) proposed in NSGA-II in their PSO 
algorithm as a criterion for selection of leader from 
the particles. In this method, when preparing to 
move, a particle will select its global leader from 
the top particles in the external archive which 
are sorted in decreasing order of CD. The same 
mechanism was also adopted by Li (2003) where 
two parameter-free niching techniques (niche 
count and crowding distance) are used to promote 
solution diversity. Other algorithms which were 
not based on non-dominance concept have been 
also proposed. Parsopoulos and Vrahatis (2002) 
introduced three types of aggregate functions 
which included a conventional linear aggregate 
function; a dynamic aggregate function and the 
bang-bang weighted aggregation approach aiming 
at generate concave portions of the Pareto front. 
Hu and Eberhart (2002) proposed a PSO algorithm 
for multi-objective problem in which only one 
objective is optimized at a time using a scheme 
similar to lexicographic ordering. The drawback 
of this algorithm is that it depends on the number 
of objective functions to be optimized.

It is noted that one of the most challenges 
tasks when using PSO to solve multi-objective 
optimization problems is the selection of the 
suitable guidance for the swarm among a set of 
potential non-dominated solutions. Moreover, 
the traditional movement behaviour of PSO also 
needs not be strictly followed when the single 
global best and local best experience do not exist 
in the case of multi-objective optimization. This 
paper focuses on the movement strategies of 
PSO in order to obtain high quality Pareto front. 
Three multi-objective PSO (MOPSO) algorithms 
are introduced and their performances are tested 
with a set of well-known benchmarking problems. 
Also, the effectiveness of these algorithms are 
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